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Your Complete Aviation Management Platform
FL3XX is the first platform that integrates the entire workflow of an aircraft operator from
sales, scheduling, and dispatch all the way to training and maintenance management
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Bring Together All Your Teams
FL3XX is a complete software solution for business aviation
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Sales enquiries

All emails in one place

Mobile ready

All requests from different demand
sources (e.g. Avinode, brokers, and your
website) appear in FL3XX within seconds.

All communications between your and
your customers, including outgoing and
incoming emails, are accessible in FL3XX.

Use FL3XX anywhere: available mobile
apps are automatically updated with the
latest changes from the web application.

Pricing and quoting

Data access

Notifications and warning

Be the fastest to respond to customers’
requests.

All required data is entered or accessed
easily and quickly from any device.

All changes made by your team are
communicated inside FL3XX. You receive
a warning any time the system detects an
incorrect setup.

Sales workflow

Online and always in sync

Accurate reporting

Improve your sales team’s performance
with an intuitive and powerful workspace.

Information is always live, up-to-date, and
available to all your team members.

Update your teams daily with KPIs and
accurate statistics to improve your sales
and operations strategies.

Documents

Available integrations

All documents are automatically
produced inside the system with your
company branding.

Connect to external services to manage
your operations from start to finish, all
from one system.

Complete Automation of Your Daily Operations
FL3XX is the cloud-based platform to sell and manage flights from your desktop and mobile devices
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A complete end-to-end web application

Sales app

Dispatch app

With FL3XX, everything happens in one unified
solution. This eliminates the need for multiple
systems or duplicate data entry. Your entire
operations are online and accessible anywhere.

Sell from anywhere. Respond
with quotes and confirm
bookings within seconds.

Supercharge dispatch with
the entire toolkit in your
pocket.

Crew app

Owner app

Your crew is always in the loop
with the information they need
and the ability to submit postflight data.

Track aircraft location and
performance, instantly
approve bookings, and get
detailed reports.

The FL3XX Web Application
Web application

FL3XX is the first complete platform that integrates the entire scope
of operations for charter operators and flight departments.

A beautifully designed user interface make selling, scheduling,
dispatching, management, and reporting on your flights easier than ever
before. With FL3XX, you’re finally able to close the loop across all your
flight operations functions.

FL3XX Mobile Apps
Sales app

Dispatch app

FL3XX Sales App brings the power of FL3XX
to your mobile device.

Supercharge dispatching with the entire toolkit
in your pocket.

Highlighted features:

Highlighted features:

• Receive quote requests from your website,
Avinode, and online brokers
• Get notifications of incoming requests
• Quickly price all requests
• Send quotes, contracts, and invoices
• See timeline view of entire fleet
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With the FL3XX Sales App, increase your
selling power by integrating with partners and
accessing all sales functions in your device.

Airport information (operational data, weather, hours, etc.)
Aircraft maintenance status and forecast, including HIL
Ground handling services and contacts
Ground transport
Immigration / customers information
Slots / PPR / overflight permits
Flight plan / W&B
Fuel prices / fuel release
Post flight / de-incing

FL3XX Mobile Apps
Crew app

Owner app

Keep your crews always in the loop. Your crew can access their flight
schedule, flight briefings, and licenses, even when they’re in flight mode.

Stay close to the operator of your aircraft. Receive real-time
information on the location and usage of your aircraft.
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Airport information (operational data, weather, hours, etc.)
Aircraft maintenance status and forecast, including HIL
Crew information, pax list and boarding
Ground handling services and ground transport
Hotel arrangements and catering status
Migration / customs information
Flight log / tech log
Roster review
Slots / PPR / overflight permits & post flight / de-icing
Flight documents, qualifications, licenses, IDs, and passports
Notifications for new flights or changes to flights

Real-time aircraft location and live updates with “Find-My-Jet”
Current bookings
Aircraft dimensions
Your approvals
Schedule of your aircraft
Multiple aircraft accounts
Booking your own flights
KPIs and reports of the aircraft
Contact information for the operator

Integrate with a Business Aviation Ecosystem
Connect and access hundreds of available services with our API connectors

Online demand
Receive and respond to
requests from Avinode and
online brokers.

eAPIS
Manage advanced passenger
information automatically.

More
Connect to maintenance,
training, accounting, and many
other services and systems.

Flight Planning
Seamlessly plan your flights with
integrated flight planning services.

Your Website
Gather flight requests directly
from your website with FL3XX
web widgets.

Handling
Synchronize effortlessly with
FBOs and other service providers.

Integrate with a Business Aviation Ecosystem
Selected examples of our integration partners

Support Is Tailored to Your Needs
Our support offerings are an integral part of the FL3XX service

We offer either standard business hours or premium 24/7 support.
Our customer success team is located across the U.S. for your convenience.

We can provide on-site and online training.
We realize that change is not always easy, but we make sure that you’re up and running as
quickly as possible. Onboarding can be as short as 1 day, but usually runs one to two weeks.

One of our specialists will guide you through the onboarding process.
We will check your existing data and import it to our system. (The quality depends on your
current software.) Most customers are surprised at how easy it is to get set up and start using
the FL3XX system.

Start Scaling Up Your Business Today
with

from
Schedule your demo: sales@stellar.aero

Skies Wide Open

About Stellar
Stellar is reimagining and revolutionizing business aviation by building the Stellar Marketplace, an
independent, business-to-business, online exchange for business aviation. We’re bringing together
advanced technologies to build a complete and innovative solution for operators, corporate flight
departments, brokers, and their customers.
In the Americas, Stellar sells and supports the FL3XX aviation management platform.
Find out more at www.stellar.aero

